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Sorry Selmer & company, your thesis $\mathcal{R}$ is false.
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\(-\neg c\)
\(c \rightarrow a\)
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Given the statements
\[ \neg\neg c \]
\[ c \rightarrow a \]
\[ \neg a \lor b \]
\[ b \rightarrow d \]
\[ \neg(d \lor e) \]

which one of the following statements must also be true?

\[ \neg c \]
\[ e \]
\[ h \]
\[ \neg a \]

all of the above
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If humans are as described in this thesis, then they can solve the forthcoming problems. **FALSE**

If humans are as described in $R$, then humans can (given sufficient training, etc) eventually solve the problems in question.

But humans can’t solve the problems in question. **FALSE**

Some humans can’t, at present, solve the problems in question.

Therefore:

Sorry Selmer & company, your thesis $R$ is false.